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ENJOY YOUR SORE INTO IOWA.

SINCE FH. OF COOLAGGIE,.

NO. 12.

MAY FESTIVAL HAS MANY BIG FEATURES

GIRAFFES FROM IOWA LEGUAE TO APPEAR AT ENG.

IOWA CITY, IOWA, TUESDAY MORNING, APRIL 21, 1914

NUMBER 120

CLOSED TO BE COMPOSED OF BUSH

SCHOOL OF DANCE, AND NAVY MEMORIAL-HOW

MAYBE GIVEN.

No. 10 of the musical reviews that come to the state this season will be the concert by the first Choir of St. Joseph's College of Music, which will appear at the Iowa State Colleague as the last of the original five, and will be supported by a large number of newspaper friends of the institution to the capacity of the hall.

All men interested are cordially invited.
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THE MIDLAND SCHOOLS TEACHERS' AGENCY
OF DES MOINES, IOWA
Has always made a specialty of securing positions for college students and graduates. Its facilities and services are unsurpassed. Ask your former
college mates.
C. R. Scroggie, Proprietor and Manager.
602 Youngsman Bldg.
DES MOINES, IOWA.

You'll Say:--
"Do It the National Way" when you have once experienced the delight and pleasure there is in typing your notes and other written work. It will save your time; it will
raise your grades.
The National Course makes typing easy, speedy, sure. Better get your Underwood and the National Course today. The cost is little.

Ewen Close Hall
Phone 60

At the meeting of the Baconian club Friday evening Mr. A. O. Thomas as read a paper on "Fossils and Their Preservation." Mr. Thomas indicated the broad scope of the
term "fossil" and mentioned the different kinds of fossils and classified them into four kinds: actual bodies, remains, tracks or trails, artificial structures and coprolites. Mr.
Thomas exhibited a large collection of fossils comprized the typical forms of many fossil plants and ani.
mal. Mr. Thomas explained the various processes undergone by the fossil after its burial in the earth. In some cases the fossil undergoes hardly any decay. Examples of this
type of fossils are mastodons imbeded in glacial ice and insects preserved intact in a mass of amber. Some fossils are merely impressions in mud or sand which afterwards solidify such as the impressions of

The Remedies for the Splendid.

The Ghee Club Concert
Will be Held
Thursday evening, April 30
At the Auditorium

Save the Date
April 30
Wednesday, April 22

And Every Week Thereafter for a Period of Fifteen Weeks

Lucille Love

"The Girl of Mystery"

Series No. 1

PRESENTING

GRACE CUNARD AND FRANCIS FORD

In the Greatest Mystery Drama of All Time,

If you miss seeing Lucille Love you will regret it later.

As usual our admission prices remain the same

5 Cents Always

PAN HELLENIC HAS
SUCCESSFUL DANCE

Decorations Are Unique—Many People in City Attend Dance.

Decorative Music

Friday evening ushered in the big social event of the year, the annual Pan-Hellenic dance. While not a truly university affair in the sense that all students are not invited, yet it is considered the biggest event in the social world at the university. With over one hundred and fifty couples on the floor and the newest and most original features in decorations this year's dance came up to any previous season.

The decorations featured "yellow" in all of the trimmings. The ceiling and walls were draped in yellow and the floors were completely concealed, bunting completely concealing balcons which have heretofore contained hundreds of curious people who wished to get a glimpse of the dancers at their peculiar sort of pleasure. Here and there jeweled colored lights suspended from the ceiling cast a lovely light on the floor. The 10-place orchestra was on a stand which was banked in a world of colors from the hunting plants and flowers.

Many out-of-town alumni of the different fraternities and sororities at the university were present at the annual homecoming of all Greek letter people. People from all parts of the state and even from many of the adjoining states where the young people of the university have taken up their residences since leaving home, flocked into the city to help represent their fraternity in the formal party.

Among the features of the dance was the unique way in which all the fraternities in the Pan-Hellenic council were represented during the evening. Separate booths were fixed up for each fraternity in the corners and along the sides of the hall. Fraggs were served to the guests in the booths. At different times in the evening dinner extras helped to add to the enjoyment where salad, coffee, ice cream and cakes were served.

The篇文章中关于舞蹈的描述非常生动，详细地介绍了舞蹈的布置和活动，使得读者仿佛置身于那个热闹的夜晚。
NORMAL STUDENTS TO HOLD BANQUET

All former Teacher's College Men
And Women to Have Big Time
This Week

All former students of the State Teacher's college, who are in the universe, will meet together again Tuesday evening at the Unitarian church. This meeting has been planned for some time and it is anticipated that one of the brilliancy of the academic year for these men and women.

A dinner course will be the feature of the evening. Dean W. A. Jonas will provide for the wonderful feast program which will follow the banquet.

The program so far has been arranged as follows:

Music
- College Choir
- "The two G. O. M. S. of Iowa"
- David W. A. Jonas

Address
- President Markland
- "The College Eye" D. Leo Billingsley
- Music, selected
- Will E. Hayes
- "On the Road Again"
- President Homer Searle
- Music, selected
- Robert Palfiott

Teacher's college song
- All

JUNIOR-IRVINGS WIN FROM ZETACATHIANS

Championship of Junior Class Decided in Closest Fought Debate

The former championship of the Junior class was settled last Friday when the affirmative team from Irving Institute defeated the negative team from Zetacathians by a two to one decision. The question discussed was the government of a railroad. The debate is the last event of the old Irving-Zeta leagues for the year and Zeta has been transferred to the Forensic league. The general opinion of the society men at present is that next year will probably be the last of the tournaments unless league supposed at all.

The teams were composed of the following men: Irving, James Hod. mon, Benjamin Frank and Harry Searle; Zetacathians, Paul Heinrich, Otto Schultze, and Arnold Oehler.

The judges of the contest were Professor R. E. Lewis, and Mr. H. T. Williams. Special credit for equal debate treating should be given to Heilrich, Frank, and Hodson.

The debate is the sophomore championship and will be held again in eight o'clock on the same question. The preliminaries held in March the Irving team defeated the Forensic team. Thus the final will take their seats with the Zetacathians on the affirmative and the Irving on the negative. The teams consist of the following: Zetacathians, Barry leader: Webster, Palfolts: Irving Institute, Patterson, leader: Turner, Bascom.

GETS GOOD OFFER.

Mr. J. E. Evans of the Department of Chemistry has received a call to be an instructor at Columbia University. It is not yet known whether he will accept or not.

The Road to Yesterday, April 27

TEEN TENNIS COURTS ARE GETTING IN SHAPE

Three Men to besent to Intercollegiate Tournament This Spring

With the coming of warm sunshine and light wins the tennis courts are rapidly rounding into shape and spring practice will soon begin. At the agrarian portion to be held among the colleges of Iowa this year three men will represent Iowa as one and two in the doubles. It is certain that at least one of the winners of this tournament will receive an "I" if he bas an Iowa man. While others of where the tournament will be held is not yet known although it is thought that Cedar Rapids will get the tournament.

It is the desire of Manager Van der Lee to have a large number of men put this spring as it is desirable to bring the honors to Iowa. Fred Stick, last year's singles champion will probably not able to participate this year as his studies will not permit.

COMMANDANT IS AFTER DILEMMA

Battalion Drill in Viney Since Vacate

Train-Spring Camp to be Held

May 14

Morning drill was resumed after spring vacation and the men have been turning out well with few exceptions. The commandant is after the dilemmas and it is possible that those who had missed too many drill will be unable to attend classes for two weeks.

Battalion drill has been the rage since vacation and it will be continued until May twelfth when regulars and cadets for the year will be held as in former years. It was impossible to hold it last year because Fort Des Moines, from which the equipment was transferred to the Forensic league. The general opinion of the society men at present is that next year will probably be the last of the tournaments unless league supposed at all.

After camp the only remaining military duty will be governor's day which occurs at the end of the school year.

Sigma Nu fraternity gave a dance at the country club Friday evening with Professor J. L. Deering as chairman. A dinner party was given last night at the chapter house of Sigma Ch. Dr. Yellin chaperoned. The Sigma Nu banquet concludes the spring season for the society. A dinner party was given last night at the chapter house of Sigma Chi. Dr. Yellin chaperoned. The Sigma Nu banquet concludes the spring season for the society.

Travestine would like position at once to do office work, inquire Globe hotel. R. Frys.

Wienke's Arcade Bookstore

Note Books and School Supplies

Headquarters for Fountain Pens

Largest Assortment of Dinner Cards in the City

COME TO THE "ROAD TO YESTERDAY" PROGRAM

ENGLISH, Monday, April 27

"The Road to Yesterday"

Under Direction of Miss Norma Harrison

GET THAT DATE NOW